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THE DEVELOPMENT OF ORGAN-POINT SINCE BACH.
Before going into detail conoerning the development of
Organ-point, also called Pedal-point, it is necessary that we should
have a definite iinderstanding of what Organ-point is, and that we
should also know something of its history and of its various modi-
fications.
Organ-point* is the sustaining of a tone or tones through
an indefinite number of measures in one or more voices, while other
voices move through a succession of harmonies, some of which are
foreign to the tone or tones forming the pedal. Chords which are
foreign to the Organ-point should not follow each other too fre-
quently, but should alternate with those which belong harmonically
to the organ-point. "The mere sustaining of a note in a chord
against one or more moving parts does not constitute a pedal, nor
does the simple sustaining of a note through harmonies to which it
belongs." Orgsui-point most commonly appears in the bass below the
rest of the harmony, nevertheless it may occasionally appear in the
Soprano and is even possible in the Tenor and Alto voices, though
it very rarely appears there. For organ-point to be of good effect
it must be clear as to tonality both at its beginning and ending,
whereas in the middle part, foreign harmonies may be introduced.
The entrance of organ-point in a composition must be in rhyraically
definite time by means of a chord to which the organ-point har-
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monioally belongs, the last chord also forming part of the harmony.
Organ-point occurs eepaoially towards the end of a composition,
where as a rule it appears on the dominant of the key, and usually
commences with a tonic-oix-four chord. "The prolongation of the
tonic and dominant notes as organ-points is justifiable on the
grounds that these are naturally the most prevalent dominating tones
of the principal key."
The origin of Organ-point may be traced back to the Bagpipe
or Musette of the early middle ages. The Bagpipe* is a complex
reed instrument resembling the primitive organ. It consists of a
leather air-tight bag which acts as a wind chest receiving air and
contains from three to five apertures, each of which contains a
fixed stock or short tube. The stocks act as sockets for the re-
ception of the pipes and as air chambers for the accommodation and
protection of the reeds. The pipes are of three kinds, namely:
1. The Blow Pipe.
2. The Chanter.
3. The Drones.
The blow pipe is a simple valved insufflation tube by means of which
the performer fills the bag reservoir. The chanter is the pipe
which produces the melodious succession of notes, which has accord-
ing to the variety of the bagpipe a conical or cylindrical bore,
lateral holes, and in some cases keys and a bell. Drone is the
name given to three lower jointed pipes of the bagpipe, containing
a cylindrical bore which generally terminates in a bell, but which
contains no lateral holes, therefore, being capable of producing
* Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 3.
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but one fixed note. The blow pipe and chanter are situated at the
opposite extremities of the bag which rests under the arm of the
performer, while the drones point over the shoulder. The most
characteristic featxire of the bagpipe is not the bag or reservoir
containing the air, but the fixed harmony of buzzing sounds which
are produced in the bass without intermission. This is said to be
the origin of organ-point, in that this succession of monotones has
been transferred to a continuous or pedal basa of a composition.
The Musette which may also b« considered as an origin of
Organ-point is an instrument of the Bagpipe family, consisting of
two pipes or reeds and a drone supplied with wind from a leather
reservoir.
Concerning the early history of the Bagpipe reference may
be made to Volume Three of "Encyclopedia Britannica" and "Walshes
Handibook of Curious Information." The history of the Bagpipe
dates back to the early middle ages and was known in Italy and Spain
during that period. That the bagpipe was introduced by Romans in
the British Isles, and Scotland, may be proven by the discovery of
a small bronze figure of Roman soldiers, playing the "tibia
utrioularis," the Roman name for Bagpipe. We only know of the
Bagpipe being in general use during the last or perhaps the pre-
ceding century, (1436). It was used in the old Mysteries at Coven-
try in 1534. Reverend Stephen Weston fo\ind that the Romans had in-
stituted colleges for training pipers on the bagpipe. This practice
followed in the eighteenth century in the Highlands. "From England
the Bagpipe spread to Caledonia and Ireland where it took root iden-
tifying itself with the life of the people as a military instrument
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in great esteem by the Celtic races." It is almost universal through
out Asia, though at present it ia not so much in use as in former
ages. It is familiar to Chinese musicians and is met with in Persia.
The Musette was popular in the days of Louis XIV. Lully
introduced the Musette into his opera and in 1758 the list of in-
struments forming the orchestra at the opera included one Musette,
Organ-point ia a musical effect which is most naturally and
effectively to be produced upon the organ, by simply holding the
corresponding pedal while the hands continue the harmonic progrea-
sion. Because of this. Organ-point or Pedal-point derived its
name from the pedals of the organ, which are used to play the bass
of the harmony. Writers attribute the origin of the organ to the
Panpipe, the oldest instrument of antiquity, consisting of hollow
reeds various lengths. Owing to the ambiguity of the word organ,
it was properly fitted to denote any musical instrument. The organ
properly so-called, originated aunong the Greeks of Alexandria in
the second century B. C. , the first species being a water organ.
There is no doubt that the Bagpipe and Panpipe is the origin of the
organ, or of organ-point and it is evident that the Bagpipe contains
all the elements of the organ. Organ-point is by no means limited
to the organ, but can appear in any kind of instrumental or vocal
music.
The foregoing history and description of these instruments
reveal to ua the source from which organ-point originated. The
people of the middle ages probably had not thought of such a thing
as Organ-point, but the drone pipes of their Bagpipe and Musette
which produced a succession of monotones suggested to the organist
a means for sustaining pedal harmonies, which aided in ornamentation
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and cadencing the end of a composition. The only evidence that
we have concerning the early suggestion of Organ-point during the
early middle ages, showing that people had any thought at all of
Organ-point, was of a man named Hucbald. Burney quotes that Hucbald
is credited with being the first person to collect and set forth
the initial attempts of the earliest known harmonists, of whom he
was very likely one himself. Hucbald had the idea that one voice
might wander at pleasure through the scale, while the others re-
mained fixed. Through his genius and enlarged views and his disre-
gard of rules, he was enabled to penetrate beyond the practice of
his time into Organ-point, pedal ajid varied harmony upon a sustain-
ing or single bass note and suggest the principle at least of the
boldest modern harmony.
Organ-point may be classified into two divisions, naimely:
1. The Technical.
3. The Interpretive.
The Technical usage may be classified as follows:
1. Tonic Pedal.
2 . Dominant Pedal
.
3. Double or Compound Pedal.
4. Inverted.
5. Figured or Florid Pedal.
6. Triple.
7. Organ-point on the Mediant.
These forms are subject to certain governing rules through which
Organ-point is variously treated. The following is a list of the
more important rules, the various limitations, the use and purpose
of these forms and an illustrated example of each of them.
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"Nothing but tonic and dominant pedals are considered true
Organ-point." The dominant pedal ia the most frequently used pedal,
next the tonic pedal and then the use of the tonic and dominant,
which when used together is called double or compound pedal. In
this form the tonic pedal is placed below the dominant pedal. As
mentioned in the introduction, Organ-point usually begins with a
tonio-eix-four chord and ends on the dominant. "A six-four chord
on the dominant is looked upon as the germ of Pedal-point." Organ-
point is more commion at the end of a composition than at the beginn-
ing. Whether the Organ-point is long or short, it must start on
the accented beat. Further rules of Organ-point are given in the
introduction under defination of Organ-point.
"The object of Organ-point is to strengthen the purpose im-
pression of some important tone of the scale by prolongation and
this is done in almost obstinate disregard of the other parts."
The sustained tone is intended to enrich, rather than embellish the
harmony, which aide in holding the chords and keys well together;
and establish a firm basis upon which the active harmonies in the
other parts may move with greater security. Organ-points are well
adapted for use in final closing forms of a composition, which they
serve to broaden and emphasize. Organ-points can be made powerful
agents in the development of climaxes, because as they are con-
tinued and as the thematic working grows miore and more intense,
anticapation of that fulfillment which we feel, m^ust ccm.e with its
release. One particular characteristic of the pedal is to establish
or affirm the tonality of the original key, as tonic and dominant
are the best notes on which to form it. Modulation should not
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occur only on the pedal itself. A modulation may be affected in
the harmonies above a pedal in such a way that this note and the
chords above it are in different keys and harmonies should succeed
each other as though there were no pedals. In minor Organ-point
occurs more rarely and contains a greater number of modulations and
very often closes with a major triad. "The permissible modulations
are determined by the same considerations in minor as in major, with
the exception that the key of the dominant is taken major and the
key of the sub-dominant in minor." The length of organ-points is
optional; sometimes they extend through a whole piece, or through
large sections and sometimes they are quite short. Short organ-
points appear mostly on the tonic. They generally extend over only
three chords, beginning and ending harmonic and becoming nonharmonic
at the middle chord. Short organ-points may appear in any voice at
any part of the measure on any step of the scale, but it is the
least dangerous on the tonic and dominant, used chiefly on the
tonic. Organ-points are used to obviate unquiet or inconvenient
progressions in the single parts. Chord progressions during which
these organ-points occur are most regular and simple kind.
The rules given by the older theorists differ so much from
the practice of modern composers, that a statement about the ped^^l
as it is used today must be modified from that formiSrly given. Old
theorists forbid motion to and from the pedal note when it does not
form part of the harmony, but this has been occasionally violated
without unpleasing effect. Old masters seldom modulated much on a
pedal. Beyond the keys in which the pedal was tonic or dominant
they rarely ventured, except in the key of the supertonic minor, as
the old theorists had a rule that pedal-point must end with a chord

8of which padal is one of the notes. Modern theorists regard this
as a recommendation rather than a law and recognize no such restric
tion and almost any modulation may he used on a pedal at any place.
It is rare, however, to find much modulation on an inverted pedal.
No modulation that sounds well is forbidden, but extravagance leads
to harshness.
The following are examples of different forms of Organ-point:
Tonic Organ-point.
Fuga II Book I. Bach's Wohlt emperierte Calvier.
n
''c f I ijj u J- V f
Here is an example of tonic Organ-point in the key of C minor in
Fuga II of Bach's Wohlt emperierte Clavier. The tonic form of Organ
point is used to extend or elaborate a final cadence which is
usually a Plagal cadence. Tonic organ-point is used by gradually
delaying the plagal cadence or intensifying the concluding feeling
or repose in the main key. Organ-point on the tonic may modulate
into the dominant, mostly in minor, into the sub-dominant or the
subdominant of the sub-dominant, or into the key lying a whole tone
below the main key.
Dominant Organ-point.
C Minor Symphony- Brahmes.
* i / m m
^ J.
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This is an example of dominant Organ-point from Brahm's C minor
Symphony. The dominant form of Organ-point is used to postpone an
ending, or when a special craving is excited for the tonic of the
original key of the composition after delayed modulation. It is
also used towards the close of a fugue for the sajne purpose and is
often used to introduce the third portion, or at the very end of
a Sonata movement or Fugue.
Double Organ-point.
Mel at ersinger Act III Wagner.
f
""^t
—
' r
'
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These few measures from Act III of Wagner *s Meistersinger is
an example of double Organ-point, which is the sustaining of tonic
and dominant notes together. In this form the tonic usually appears
below the dominant. It is also called Pastoral Organ-point and is
used to convey ideas of a quaint or pastoral character. It is a
very ordinary form of accompaniment to the popular songs and dances
of almost all countries as a mannerism. Modulation can be associated
with either and both of the sustained tones without producing too
harsh a dissonance. Double Organ-point has rarely been used until
modern composers. Double Organ-point is capable of very free treat-
ment and has produced many very bold and rich harmonic effects in
music since the earlier works of Beethoven, (1770), It probably
accounts for many so-called essential discords.
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Inverted Organ-point
I —
Beethoven's Mass in C,
±4:
This passage from Beethoven's Mass in C major is an exajnple
of inverted Organ-point in the Soprano voice on the dominant of the
key. The inverted form is used especially in organ, choral and or-
chestral works. In orchestral compositions where the trumpets and
horns are from nature employed on the middle pedal, much harshness
results from the use of the inverted form of Organ-point. Excellent
instances showing the use of the inverted pedal are in Mendelssohn's
Overture, "Meeresstille und Gltlchliche Fahrt," Borodin's steps to
Central Asia and in the Overture of "Wagner's Flying Dutchman."
Figured Organ-point.
Cradle Song, Chopin,
I
This is an example of Figured Organ-point on the tonic D
Major from Chopin's Cradle Song. This form is more elaborate and
ornamental than the other forms of Organ-point, although it is
nothing more than the breaking up of the bass into the chords d^,
f, a^ and a^, c, e^. In figured pedal, the pedal note need not be
sustained, but nay bear any ornamental figure varying from a simple
alternation with the note next above or below, as in a number of
II
I
1
11,
spinning wheel pieces, to a scale passage or figure of any extent,
provided this does not suggest the harmony itself. The figured
pedal is often used for interpretive purposes.
Several modern composers have attempted the triple pedal,
that is, "the sustaining ofthe tonic, the dominant and its dominant
major ninth of the tonic". Groves' Dictionary gives as an example
of this, a passage of thirty hars from the opening of the Finale of
Lalo*s Symphonie Espagnole", hut concludes that all such attempts
are futile, as the three notes form a harmony of themselves and
preclude the possibility of being treated as a pedal. In the waltz
of Act III of Wagner's Meistersinger , an attempt is made at con-
structing a triple pedal, but with no great success. In the first
movement of BrahiDs F Major Symphony, attempts have been made at con-
structing a triple pedal, but this is also an unsuccessful attempt.
Organ-point on the m.ediant is closely allied to the tonic and
dominant in harmonic quality and relation to them as part of the
tonic triad. A pedal on the mediant degree of the scale is rare.
A good illustration of organ-point on the mediant is in the second
movement of Schuberts E Symphony and in Tschaikowskis fifth
Symphony. Chopins B minor Sonata contains an example of mediant
organ-point. In the episode in a minor of the second movement of
Schumanns Symphony is an example of mediant organ-point continu-
ing for several measures.
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A.
Mozart Sonata in D.
J.
±
This example frorr; Mozart's Sonata in D Major shows a pedai-
point on the dominant both above and below. This use of pedal-
point is frequently met with in the works of modern composers.
Mendelssohn's Variations Op. 83.
i
(i m m m
These measures from Mendelssohn's Variations in E is a
dominant pedal showing modulation on a pedal. At the third bar
there is a modulation in g mirror. The restrictions and use of
modulations on a pedal has previously been mentioned.
The interpretive use of Organ-point plays an important part
in music, especially, in the music of modern composers. Organ-point
of sufficient duration may suggest various interpretations accord-
ing to the character of the music. The composer may hint at the
thought he has meant to interpret into the organ-point, either by
the Libretto, or by making the organ-point of such a predominating
or descriptive character, that the listener cannot fail to under-
stand the interpretation which the composer has meant to convey.
If the composer does not suggest the interpretive use, then the
listener may interpret the meaning which the organ-point suggests
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to him. When organ-point is used at a great length, it enriches
the harmony and adds to the ornamentation and beauty of the com-
position rather than becoming monotonous. Organ-point is more
easily employed in instrumental music than with the voice. It is
not, however, impossible to use organ-point with the voice, although
the voice does not have the power of sustaining notes for many
measures at a time, unless the tempo is very rapid. One of the
voice parts may sound the same detached note or a group of detached
notes, as in figured or florid organ-point, for as many measures
as it desires to. Many suggestions may be emphasized by Organ-point
especially of a florid nature. Some of the more common usages in
music are the various sounds of nature as laughter, the roar of the
sea or of a storm, the rippling brook, the rustling wind, the cry
of different animals, the buzzing of beee, or the humming of insects
or the tumult of battle.
The following are illustrations showing the suggestive use
of organ-point found as a result of investigation from the works of
modern composers or of composers since the time of Bach.
Twentieth Quartette- Haydn.
I 4 —t-
This passage from Haydn's Twentieth Quartette, is an example
of tonic organ-point. Haydn makes use of this passage as a climax
in the Finale suggesting the cackle of a hen. It first appears
on a tonic pedal for five measures and further on appears again for
eight measures on the dominant pedal.

Der Freischiatz, Weber
1^
=ft~-r-r-i- i- r
This example from Act I of Weber *s "Der Freisohutz" shows
the use of Organ-point with the voice. It is a tonic pedal of
eight measures and is used twice in the mocking scene as a climax,
Der Freisohutz, Weber.
This illustration of twelve measures from the hunting scene,
Act III of Weber »s "Der Freischtltz" is also an illustration of
organ-point used with the voice. It suggests the barking of a dog
accompanying its master on a hunting trip and is used as a climax
preceding the Finale of the last Act.
Coming Home- Arthur Sullivan.
/ f I' / / /^
4, e^^ ^ ^, -2.., 4 ^, ^. ^ ^, ^, ^
This passage of eight measures from the Barcarole of Time
and Tune Series, Book II, of Arthur Sullivan* s "Coming Home" is an
example of dominant organ-point used with the voice. It plays a
predominating part through most of the song acting as an accompani-
ment to the melody in the other voices.
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The Erlking Op.l Schubert
.
1 J
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In the beginning of Schubert's Erlking is a tonic pedal con-
tinuing for fourteen measures interpreting the clatter of a gallop
ing horse.
Wither- Schubert.
)^ r5 3 3 a
—
!
^
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In Schubert's song "Wither", this pedal-point of eleven
measures which is very prominent throughout the song may suggest
the rippling of the brook.
The Town- Schubert.
This tonic pedal-point in Schubert's song, "The Town", appears
three times. Its first appearance continues for six measures, the
second time for fourteen measures and the third time for five
measures. In its association with the text, it may suggest the
mournful motion of the breeze over the town or of the water, as a
lover is mourning the loss of a loved one after shipwreck at sea.
The following examples suggest the whirring of the Spinning
Wheel into music. They are used mainly for ornament ion to make
the music more effective.
Gretchen am Spinnrp.de- Schubert.
!
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This organ-poir.t imitating the whir of the spinning wheel
in Sohubert*o "Gretchen am Spinnrade" appears on the dODoinant for
the first six measures and again appears at the end of the song for
eight measures.
Flying Dutchman, Wagner.
*
This example of figureid organ ?oint cont inuin g for four
measuree is from the Spinning Wheel Song of Wagner *e Flying Buchman,
This same pedal-point appears several times throughout the song
slightly altered on different degrees of the scale.
Spinning Wheel- Gounod's Faust.
This passage from the Spinning Wheel Song in Gounod's Faust
is a figured pedal point, continuing through two measures and appear-
ing in different places in the song on other degrees, slightly
ornamented with grace notes.
Chopin's Cradle Song
These few bars from Chopin's Cradle Song are an excellent
example of florid organ-point. It continues throughout the entire
song and is used to suggest the rocking of a cradle.
=_
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Chopin's Funeral March.
nm 4
This passage froai "Chopin's Funeral March" is a good example
of organ-point. The two predominating chords in the bass continue
for fourteen measures at the beginning and close of the march,
giving it the stately sad character of a funeral procession.
Funerailles No. 7. F. Liszt.
f r r r r f f
In Liszt's Funeral March in f minor there is a dominant pedal
point on C continuing for seventeen measures. The constant repe-
tition of the tone C answers for the same purpose as the Chopin
Funeral March.
Reference may also be made to an organ-point of several
measures in Beethoven's Funeral March.
Introduction- Act I. Wagner's Flying Dutchman.
In the Introduction to Act I of Wagner's "Flying Dutchman"
this illustration of dominant pedal point of tvrelve measiiree may
be used to suggest the rumbling undertone of a violent storm.

Wagner's Siegfried
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In the Prelude of Act I of Wagner's Siegfried appears this
example on f and e natural for forty-six measures and also in the
introduction of Wagner's Das Rheingold is a similar example for
several measures. Both illustrations might be mistaken for pedal-
point, but in the true sense of the term neither one is a pedal,
because there are no harmonies present of which these notes are a
part. These measures may suggest a sort of mysticism or super-
naturalnous about the cave and the forest.
The following illustrations from Wagner are excellent examples
of interpretive Organ-point. They all represent a forest smithy at
the anvil harmmering at a blade. These varied examples of figured
organ-point are prominent all through Siegfried and parts of Das
Rheingold, appearing in different keys ajid on different degrees of
the scale.
Siegfried- Wagner
Siegfried- Wagner
i-'Httm
* *
This example in Act I, Scene I, of the Prelude of Siegfried
first appears continuing through thirty-two measures.
I
Siegfried- Wagner.
Siegfried- V/agner.
r- T r ^
This dominant figured pedal of eleven measures is from the
Third Scene, Act II of Siegfried.
G(3tterdammerung- Wagner.
This example of figured organ-point is from Scene I, Act III
of Wagner 'a Gflt terdimmerung.
II Trovatore- Verdi.
* > /
t 4
-t -*
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This is a tonic and dominant pedal of eight measures from the
Miserere Scene of Verde's II Trovatore. It is used as a climax.
One of the most remarkable organ-points ever written is that
found on d in Brahmes German Requiem extending through thirty-six
measures. Brahiries took the words from the Scriptures and wrote the
requiem in honor of the dead as a sort of funeral ode setting forth
I
20
brevity of life, hope and immortality. In this extraordinary pedal,
it is claimed the composer intended to convey the idea of the un-
chanableness of God.
Tschaikowsky- Quartette Op. 11
•
In Tschaikowski ' 8 Quartette Op. 11 for Violoncello appears
this tonic and dominant pedal figured with grace notes extending
through twenty-six measures.
Tschaikowsky- Quartette Op. 11.
?.'^ rrrm\rrrm\rT7Tfi \rTTTT\^
This example also from Tschaikowsky is a trill on a tonic
pedal extending through eighteen measures.
Salome- Strauss.
bd id
In the Allegro and "Cistern" scene of Stra.uss's Salome appears
this organ-point on extending through twenty-six measures. It
is used to represent the darkness of the dungeon. Also in Scene
III, Act I, the same thing appears on g on the dominant. The same
figure slightly altered and on different degrees of the scale in-
variably appears throughout Salome.
Steps of Central Asis- Borodine.
±
2
r r
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Borodine's Steps of Central Asia is a good example of tonic
and inverted pedal point continuing through ninety measures. The
majority of the composition is built on this pedal point. The sug,-
gestive use which the composer has doubtless intended to convey is
the tramp of a procession of camels marching in the desert.
The following is a record of research *Jvork of organ-point from
the works of Bach and composers since Bach.
Composer Title Location Detail
Bach Wohltemperierte Zlavier Measures Organ-point
Preludio I 1-4 I
n n 25-33 V
n n 33-36 I
Fuga I 24-27 I
Preludio II 36-39 I
Fuga II 29-31 I
" IV 43-45 Inverted
n 104-107 V
n 111-114 I
109-114 Inverted
Preludio VII 1-4 I
Preludio X 21-33 Inverted
Fuga XI 37-41 V
Fuga XIV 37-39 V
" XV 62-64 V
It n 84-86 I
Preludio XX 36-38 I
Fuga XX 83-87 I
Preludio XXIII 1-3 I
Two-Part Inventions
No. 3. 6-9 V
" 4. 19-31 V
" 4. 39-33 V
" 7. 15-17 V
" 11. 34-38 V
fl tl 56-63 V
Mozart Twenty Piano Compositions Measures Organ-point
Musicians Library
Variation IX of Je Suis Lindor 1-14 V
Variation X 1-7 I
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Composer Title Location Detail
Mozart Twenty Piano Compositions Measures Orffan— DO int
Musicians Library
Fugue in g minor 100-104 TX
Sonata No. 14 V
n n It 1 Off— 1 1?. ¥
Concerto III . Peters Edition
page 2, 13-19 I
n M n It T
It » n "14, 11-15 V
n n n n 28-39 I
n It „ .. 6-12 I
Beethoven Sonatas Volume I iuw B9 LLi. w D Ht era n.-Tlrt i T\^.
Schirmers Edition
No. 1, Op. 2, first movement O*— fcl f ¥
n It n ti Ow— ^ vj V
n It n n 120-124 V
No. 2, Op. 2, fourth movement Q-12 V
n 11 n It oo— V
No. 3, first movement 1 OQ—
1
VV
n II It \X\J UiUX o
It fourth " OCA OCK mver b eu
No. 4, first movement on «ftQox—oo V
No. 5,0p,lC
No. 6, "
to— oo V
third movement VV
II It It
f V— r f TX
N II II XoO—X4X TX
II It It XO*—X^o mvcx u cu.
No. 7, II first movement yo—XvD V
It II 11 XX%—XoX rrV
It It It X oo—X'«0 T
ti n It 1 AT? 1 AA XIlVcxT) CU
n It It xoy—XD» It
It It n <iOU— <50 f T1
n tt second movement DO-Oo 1 xgux CIX
It It third " P7_'xn X 11 V CX ii CU
n n n It O »—OO N
It II It II
I rr—O X N
It 11 fourth " lOft-114 T
No. 8, II first movement t^O-fil«Jw—ox V
It It II n 62-73 V
n II 11 II 88-01 iAvsrt edA XJk V Wafc W Www
n It It It 220-229 V
It n II n 232-243 V
n II fourth " 108-114 V
No, 9, Op. 14 first movement 1-4 I
It n It 82-92 V
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1 111 le bocs.u ion Detail
' ^
Beethoven Sonatas Voltime I Measures Organ-point
Sohirmers Edition
No. 9, Op. 14, first movement 150-1,64 I
II H It 109-115 V
n " second movement 53-63 I
MH n (1 n 44-48 V
It
" last ti 78-35 V
No. 10, first movement 30-35 I
II It H 188-200 I
Mn H R 108-122 VMn R n 116-122 double
n second R 45-48 I
If n H 63-66 V
m
n third n 338-354 I
n It R 338-253 double
No. 11, Op. 32 first mcvement 17-22 V
N n tt 23-36 inverted
R R R 57-62 V
ft H R 77-83 V
II R R 133-139 I
n second n 1-5 V
n n tt 19-36 V
N R It 33-35 V
It H R 48-53 V
n It n 66-70 I
n fourth R 1-7 V
n n R 113-118 inverted
No. 12, firat movement 309-324 V
n second n 37-34 V
n ti R 337-343 V
fl third R 1-8 V
N w R 70-77 I
n fourth H 49-57 V
n 11 fl 81-88 double
u n « 163-178 I
No. 13, first movement 83-90 I
R second R 43-51 I
H It R 56-75 I
ItIT fourth n 184-191 inverted
It n R 37-44 V
II It R 138-142 V
n It R 147-154 I
n n tt 274-284 V
No. 14, first movement 28-39 V
ft second tt 40-43 V
n third R 9-14 V
ft R R 88-100 V
It R R 191-301 I
R R R 56-63
64-67 !fl tt R

34.
Composer Title Locat ion Detail
Beethoven Sonatas Volume I Measures Organ-point
iMO • Xfs
,
^ ^ TrA wiA 1^ ^bxiiru. movcmenb 67-B9 inverted
n n 153-158 I
n n 168-173 V
1-24 I
n n 83-90 inverted
n R 93-107 R
R R 144-152 V
R R 156-164 V
R R 169-193 I
R H 338-358 I
R scOoncL movemdnx 9-15 V
R R 59-65 V
R n 76-78 V
g ^ <t W^^ W ^ A 1V, ^ ^lourxn movciiienu 1-17 I
n R 53-68 I
R R 115-130 I
N R 178-187 V
R 195-313 I
NO*. 16, first movement 173-194 inverted
n R 368-378 V
H second movement 54-63 V
n third movSment 3-7 V
n R 18-24 V
n n 59-61 V
n n 130-140 V
R R 150-156 V
R R 179-189 V
R R 195-301 inverted
R n 307-314 V
n n 341-347 double
No. 17 first movement 36-38 III
n second movement 33-39 I
R H R 38-41 V
R R R 65-71 V
R R R 80-88 I
R third movement 336-351 V
Fifty Songs Measures urgan—po inu
Musicians Library
Gretchen ani Spinnrad© 1-6 I
R H 31-35 I
R R 73-77 I
R R 89-96 I
The Erlking
n
1-14 figured
n33-38
n 44-49 V

25.
Coff.poser Title Location Detail
Schubert Fifty Songs
Musicians Library
Measures
Sonatas
Schirir^e
No. 3.
No.
4
No, 5
No.
6
No. 7
No. 4
No.
5
No. 6
No.
7
No.
8
No.
9
No. 10
It
n
for Pianoforte
r*8 Library Vol.837
Andante, Page 80
Op . 123 , second movement
Page 101,
Op. 143
Op. 147
Op. 164 Page 80
Op. 123, second mevement
Op, 143
Op. 147
Op, 164
Page 101
Page 153
Page 177
Page 233
Page 358
Page 379
2-11
18-33
2-11
18-23
26-34
20-29
35-41
40-44
25-32
37-47
Organ -point
The Erlking 53-56 I
"Whither" 1-10 figured
n 15-23 I
The Post 1-8 I
n 48-45 V
The Town 1-7 figured
n 14-27 n
II 35-40 II
I
I
no
no
I
I
no
no
I
I
I
V
I
I
Mmidelssohn Organ Works Vol, 327
Schirmer*s Library
Measures Organ-point
Prelude No.
2
Page 10 1-4 I
n n 12 8-14 V
Sonata No.l It 39 41-45 I
n II 33 12-15 V
R n 32 16-20 I
n II 36 1-13 I
n No.
3
n 37 15-24 V
II n II 41 20-26 I
Fuga n 43 36-29 V
n II 44 8-15 V
Sonata No. 3 n 45 20-24 I
n It 47 2-7 I
n ti 49 8-13 V
N fi
11
53 21-25 I
It 53 29-33 I

26.
Composer Title Location Detail
Mendelssohn Organ Works Vol. 237 Measures Organ-point
Schirmer 's Library
Sonata Wo. 4 Page 53 1-4 I
" " 53 5-8 V
" " 56 1-4 I
»• " 60 15-26 I
" " 63 13-16 V
" " 64 7-10 I
Sonata No. 5 " 65 21-27 I
" " 58 1-4 I
" "71 1-6 I
Schuir.ann Fifty Songs Measures Organ-point
Musicians Library
Lovely Cradle of My Sorrow 1-9 I
" 20-38 I
" 53-59 I
Silent Tears 1-7 I
" 19-25 I
Symphony I Op. 38 22-36 I
" 40-43 I
" 64-69 I
" section E 9-15 V
" " H 1-7 I
Symphony II "I 2-22 V
"
" G 39-47 I
"
" N 1-14 V
" III 1-4 I
"
" M 30-38 V
"
" N 119-135 V
" IV 1-4 I
"
" Q 17-34 V
"
" Q 35-37 I
(Symphony II )Page
(Schermer Ed. Vol. 84-88) 126 2-9 III
" 36-44 III
" 128 1-7 III
Chopin Chopin Waltzes Measures Organ-point
Peters Edition
No. 1, Op. 18 Page 10 1-7 I
"
" 11 1-10 I
" 3, Op. 34 " 21 1-14 I
"
" 21 5-8 V
"
" 21 9-12 I

27.
Composer
—
Title Location Detail
vx^&ii—po xXi%
"D A 4" a 'T' a TTf? n + ^ /\jrcbcXo T< ion
Pa CP TX
If n TTV
n " 24 41-44 T
n " 25 25-28 T
n " 2S T
UK On 42 x—o V
D—i JL X XI V C X u CWL
» 8, Op. 64 " 55 4-8 I
" 12,Op. 70 " 68 13-18 V
It S-11 V
It
" 70 24-38 V
w 14 " 76 2-9 doubl
e
W L>hW «b W
Liszt Thirty Songs Me&8uree Organ-point
Musicians Library
The Fisherboy 1-11 I
The Alpine Hunter X—
o
w
Wondrous Rapture 1-10 I
Oh! in My Dreams 8-13 double
Joyful and Woeful 1—11 TX
Siegfried vjxgd.ll—pom U
Act I, Scene I, Page 1 DC A X— OU V
M n " 2 11 —14 I igur ecL
n 11 lO—<5X It
n n OO w r n
It n Page 3 X —w n
n n n 4-1
S
•x— JU V,/
R n n X<J XV «
n n
" 5 1-6 II
n R " 9 O X i n
R R " 18 21-32 TX
R R " 19 1-4X—"t TX
R R " 21 1 '^„27XCJ—& 1 X X ^LiX CKX
R R " 24 (DX— fc> «J It
R R " 24 »o—wty X iX V L> X V c>u<.
R n
" 43 1 f — «3 f V 1
" Scelle II " 55 13-26 VI
R n
" 60 1-8 V
"
" III " 97 15-33 inverted
II n
" 112 10-16 V
"II " I " 136 1-21 I

—=
—
38,
Composer Title Locat ion Detail
Wagner Siegfried Measures Organ-point
Act II, Scene I
Page 171 19-31 V
n II "172 1-17 V
Iff ft M ^ n An n 5-13 I
n
" " 196 6-9 I
It n If 1 '2c i—fii I
If Scene II 171 13-31 V
n ft T l***^
" 17<5 1-17 V
ti It T
" 17o 5-13 I
n it T 0-9 I
R
" lb ( 1-b I
n
" 19 f 0-l<5 V
It o_— TTT OArjocene ill 2U7 1 r-iy V
n
" 308 1-3 V
It It o/^ o308 4-13 I
It
" 215 15-30 figured
N
" 216 1-3 V
Act III Scene II 368 1-9 V
n « 271 5-10 V
n Scene 111,314 18-34 V
n
" 316 lS-34 I
n
" 323 1-13 I
n
" 333 11-16 V
II
" 334 3-12 I
Wagner Das Rheingold Measures Organ-point
Page 16 8-15 figured
" 19 9-13 IV
" 30 3-8 V
" 31 & 32 8-15 I
" 33 8-13 V
" 35 3-7 figured
« 37 3-7 I
»• 29 13-15 V
" 30 14-31 V
" 33 1-9 inverted
" 54 5-12 V
« 60 13-16 V
« 74 5-12 V
" 87 14-18 I
" 91 14-21 V
100 8-17 V
" 107 14-33 I
" 108 1-6 f
" 110 3-5 I

29.
Compoaer Title Location Detail
Brahruee Brahmee Forty Songs Measures Organ-poini
Musicians Library Vol.2
Little Sendrnan 1-9 V
Slumber Song 1-12 V
Cradle Song 1-37 I
Song of the Skylark 1-4 I
Love Song 1-8 I
It
^
27-36 V
In Sumn.er lields 1-7 I
n 9-12 V
n 18-2B I
Oh, Death is Like the
Cooling Night 25-31 I
Piano Compositions
Sonata in f minor 8-12 I
" Andante 39-54 I
Retrospect 133-154 V
Ballade No.
2
1-9 I
n 54-59 I
Ji 119-132 V
n 135-146 I
Concerto Op. 83 four Piano no
" Op. 15 Tutti-Maestoso 1-10 I
Pill Animato 1-15 I
Third Sonata Op. 108 84-129 V
BrahiTies Trio Op. 8 for Violin >l-7 I
and Pianoforte 64-69 I
Brahmee Symphonies Vol. 258,267-70 Measures Organ-point
Symphony I
,
n
C minor 1-8 I
21-29 V
II 171-197 I
n 274-291 V
n 322-335 V
n Page 20 1-6 V
n II 13-16 V
II n 42-45 III
n
" 32 11-15 I
n
" 34 1-4 I
n
" 46 1-3 figured
n n « 9-12 double
n It 16-18 double
It
" 50 16-26 V
n
" 62 1-4 V
It It (1 5-11 I

30.
Composer Title Location Detail
Brahnies Symphonies Vol.358 ,267-70 Measures Organ-point
Symphony III, F Major
Page 136 15-23 Double
" F Major 140 1-5 III
« 162 26-28 I
Symphony IV, e minor 2^6 36-55 V
Sonata, D moll 84-129 V
" 336-355 I
Strauss Forty Songs Measures Organ-point
Musicians Library
The Dahlia 21-26 I
:iot Yet 117-122 I
Serenade 1-6 figured
Barcarolle 1-4 "
Love a Secret 1-8 I
Ivy 1-9 I
Found 1-4 V
Three Holy Kings 1-13 I

31.
From the investigation and research work done in the music
of composers since Bach, we may determine to what extent Organ-point
has "been developed. With Bach, little can be said regarding its
development. We find that Bach in his "Wohtemperite Klavier" and
"Two- Part Inventions" uses only tonic and dominant pedals and three
examples of inverted pedal. As to the length of the pedals only
two were found to be as long as eight measures. No figured or
Mediant pedals were found. Bach uses pedals mostly at the beginning
and ending of the composition, only occasionally is there a pedal
in the middle parts. BS-ch uses the pedal more as a cadence and in
determining the key.
Beginning with Beethoven, we find that Organ-point was beginn-
ing to be developed more elaborately. In exarriining Beethoven's
Sonatas, it is found that he uses Organ-point much more frequently
and becomes bolder as to the method of treatment. He uses the
dominant form of Organ-point almost three times as much as the
tonic form. He frequently uses the inverted form and occasionally
the double form. Beethoven frequently modulates on a pedal, an
effect which has not been previously attempted. Figured Organ-point
and that found on other degrees of the scale are rare. Beethoven*
s
Organ-points are more developed in length, the longest one found
being twenty- four measures.
Weber and Schubert use little organ-point, but Organ-point of
a new effect, that for interpretive use, is found in their works.
Beginning with Schumann we find that modern composers have
all striven to invent new Pedal effects by breaking away from the
strict laws of the older theorists. Schumann has become bolder in

33.
the use of the Mediant pedal than any of hia predeoessors.
From examination of Chopin's Waltzes and Songs, a great deal
of pedal-point was not found. Besides tonic and dominant forms
he uses a few examples of the Inverted, double and figured organ-
point .
We find a very rapid development of Organ-point in Wagner and,
thus far, Wagner has become the boldest in all forms of Organ-point,
especially in its interpretive use and musical value. Brahmes uses
all forms of Organ-point; however, examples of technical and in-
terpretive uses are not nearly so frequent as with Wagner - although
"Brahms' 3 Requiem" is one of the most noted examples of interpretive
Organ-point. Borodine's Steps to Central Asia may again be pointed
out as showing the interpretive value of Organ-point. Thus we may
conclude that there has been a great development of Organ-point
since Bach in the Technical as well as the Interpretive use.
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